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may represent the clock face. Put in the
Arabic rather than the Roman numerals at
first, later changing them. Mark the hours,
half-hours and quarter-hours. Draw and
erase the hands as,they change positions.
The same drawing may be made for perma-
nent use on a large sheet of cardboard. The
hands may be loosely attached by tacks or by
a paper-fastener. Questions may be asked
as follows:
 1.	Show how far the  hands travel in one
hour; in % hour; in *4 hour.   If it takes you
15 minutes to walk to school,  point out on
the clock how far the minute hand goes in
that time.
 2.	How much faster does the minute hand
travel than the hour hand?
 3.	While the hour hand travels from XII to
XII, how many times has  the minute hand
gone around the dial?
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4. You should be at your uncle's house, one
mile north of your home, at nine o'clock. Tou
can walk four miles an hour; it is now a
quarter after eight. How long "before you
must start if you will reach there promptly
at nine?
Let the smaller ehildrep move the hands to
time for school to begin, for noon, for school
to close, etc.
When problems in time are given, or
pupils are learning1 to tell time, have the little
ones actually work with the thing; having
the teacher point is not enough.
Denominate Numbers. The subject of
denominate numbers should be learned by
means of objects at hand, so far as is pos-
sible, If there may be before a class liquid
and dry measures, measures of length and
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money in all small denominations, a vast
amount of interest is added to the recitation
and the work is made real and is understood,
When a fact has been understood there
should be problems relating to it. Below are
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VISUALIZING DENOMINATE NUMBERS
a few problems which will be helpful in this
connection and which may offer suggestions
for many others of like nature:
 1.	Into how many yard-sticks can  a stick
be cut which is 36 feet long-?
 2.	Into how many foot rules can you cut a
stick  45   inches   long?    "Would  you   have   a
short piece of stick left less than a foot long?
 3.	How many days in November, December
and January?
 4.	Tommy played one hour and a half.  How
many minutes did he play?
 5.	A gallon measure holds 4  quarts.    How
many quarts will 9 grallons hold?
Actual measuring of things in the room
and making problems from the measure-
ments, cutting and tearing pieces of paper
to a given size for a given purpose, etc., form
a basis of work in measurement such as can
be done later without using the rule, for
the thing is understood.
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Quick Work Games. The second, third
and fourth grade teachers can "use a set of
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NUMBER CABDS
number cards in a great variety of ways.
Let the children make, of odd bits of card-
board, cards about 3X& inches, &s seat-

